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ASSOCIATED BOARD 
EXAMINATION RESULTS

SUMMER TERM 2015
NAME FORM INSTRUMENT GRADE  MARK
FELIX ELLIOTT 1H ALTO SAX 1 DISTINCTION
JOE STRONG 1H PIANO 4 MERIT
JOE STRONG 1H TRUMPET 5 MERIT
ANTHONY WANG 1H FLUTE 6 MERIT
JOSH BARTHOLOMEW 1L SINGING 4 MERIT
MATTHEW CRESSWELL 1P PIANO 5 DISTINCTION
MARKUS CHAN 1P VIOLIN 5 PASS
SAM POWER 1P PIANO 5 DISTINCTION
OLIVER HUNT 1W  PIANO 3 PASS
DYLAN LITTLE 2B ALTO SAX 5 DISTINCTION
RAHUL DESAI 2H PERCUSSION 3 PASS
JAKE ROBINSON 2L ALTO SAX 4 PASS
LUKE JEFFRIES 2P GUITAR 3 MERIT
YANN LUK 2P PIANO 7 PASS
LUKE LAWRENCE 2W PIANO 3 DISTINCTION
TOBIAS HASWELL 3A VIOLA 2 MERIT
ARTHUR THOMAS 3B ALTO SAX 4 MERIT
IWAN JONES 3D ALTO SAX 5 PASS
MATTHEW MARKHAM 3D SINGING 5 PASS
HIRUNA DIYASENA 3E PIANO 5 DISTINCTION
MATTHEW HAMILTON 4A VIOLIN 7 PASS
WILL BROWN 4B GUITAR 6 PASS
ROBERT MAYS 4B TRUMPET 8 PASS
MAX CHAN 5B VIOLIN 7 PASS
ANGUS SHENNAN 5E JAZZ PIANO 5 MERIT
ANGUS SHENNAN 5E SINGING 7 DISTINCTION
EDWARD OWENS 5E TRUMPET 8 MERIT
ALFIE EVANS-HUTCHISON L6HML SINGING 8 DISTINCTION
ANDREW KLEIN L6MDH VIOLA 8 MERIT
EDWARD BUXTON L6NAC PIANO 8 MERIT
EDWARD LIDBETTER L6NAC FLUTE 7 PASS
OLIVER ARNOLD L6SAB TRUMPET 8 DISTINCTION
MAX THOMAS U6ICD SINGING 8 DISTINCTION

THEORY

DANIEL SHADRIN 1P  5 MERIT
CONOR SHARIF 2H  5 PASS
THOMAS WILLIAMS 2J  5 PASS

TRINITY GUILDHALL

CHARLIE KEY 2W GUITAR 4 PASS
TOBIAS HASWELL 3A GUITAR 4 MERIT
STEPHAN KARIDIS 4A GUITAR 2 MERIT
KRUM GEORGIEV 4B GUITAR 1 MERIT
FREDDY DALGAARD 4E GUITAR 5 PASS
ALFIE ASKHAM 4G ORGAN 6 MERIT
ALEX COUTTS L6AHJ ORGAN 8 DISTINCTION
EDWARD BUXTON L6NAC ORGAN 8 MERIT

ROCK SCHOOL

EDWARD OWENS  DRUMS 8 MERIT
SAM SECCOMBE L6HML GUITAR 8 DISTINCTION

Chairman’s Report
Dear Members, 
Another year rolls past, and it has truly been a year which has 
celebrated the diversity of music making at Hampton, through Choral, 
Rock, Jazz, Swing, and conti nuing even as I write in August with The 
Voices of Lions performances at the 
Edinburgh Fringe. Keep following the 
school twitt er feed @Hampton_Music 
for updates both from UK and overseas 
trips and performances. I note this 
summer the Parents have managed 
to make the choir trip photo feed (July 
8th post) with the comment “almost 
as many parents as singers today in 
Venice”! Fantasti c support for the 
boys. However perhaps a more visually 
striking post (go on – look) records John 
Orr, reti ring Senior Mathemati cian 
and longstanding Choir member receiving his personalised farewell 
choir folder. John has for many years helped the Music Society with 
professional quality photos of the vast majority of musical events for 
our newslett ers and webpages – for which a huge thank you, and as 
to all our Leavers and their families we do hope you will come back 
and conti nue to enjoy the music. 

Other stalwart supporters to whom the Music Society Committ ee 
said farewell this summer included Julie Papworth, whose boundless 

energy and enthusiasm has cheered us through so many events, Judy 
Baker who again has been a ti reless helper and managed various 
roles including most recently overseeing our web pages and, together 
with Christi ne Beckwith as Vice Chairs, applying their experience to 
keep me on the straight and narrow. Hampton also says farewell to 
Elspeth Campbell who has been invaluable as Honorary Secretary, 

keeping meti culous minutes and reminding 
us all what we promised to do at the last 
meeti ng. Thank you ladies for your years of 
eff ort and support to the society. 

New hands are coming on board, but 
volunteers are always welcome both for 
events and Committ ee and aside from email 
contact, we now have our Noti ceboard in 
the 450 Hall (now renamed the “Hammond 
Hall”) so do cast an eye when you are in 
School. The noti ceboard will also conti nue 
to show where the funds you help us raise 
are applied, and I look forward during the 

coming year to being able to give you more details of how we are 
moving forward from funding the Hall and the Steinway to working 
with the Music Department in applying funds more broadly to the 
musical educati on opportuniti es at Hampton School. There are 
certainly some exciti ng ideas in the pipeline. 

Wishing you all the best, and with my thanks as ever to all those 
who lend a hand.

Catherine Hamilton, Chair

We are delighted that Michael 
Schofi eld (who teaches violin and 
viola) agreed to be our featured 
teacher for this editi on – many thanks
What are your fi rst memories of 
playing the Violin/Viola ?
I was brought up in Leeds, surrounded by music. My school orchestra 
was chosen to appear on Yorkshire Television, and I was asked to 
demonstrate the violin. However, instead of playing my prepared piece 
I was asked to play a familiar tune for the audience – I was 9years old 
at the ti me and this early improvisati on stays with me.
Who was your fi rst musical inspirati on?
At 11 I was taken to hear and see Jacqueline Du Pre at Leeds Town Hall, a 
memorable experience, her ability not just to play with technical virtuosity 
but to really communicate emoti on through the music was capti vati ng.
When and what made you decide to become a professional musician?
The experience of watching live music from behind the orchestra, 
being able to look at the conductor and see the audience was magical, 
I felt directly included in the experience and was hooked!
If not a professional musician,which career would you perhaps have 
followed?
My father was a lawyer and I have always enjoyed arguing and 
speaking, so perhaps a preacher!
What is the fundamenetal diff erence in technique between learning 
the violin and the viola?
The violin is a good instrument on which to learn technique, especially 
when younger, as the viola is larger with more weight. Each instrument 
also has its own unique shape, sensiti vity and personality, which takes 
ti me to appreciate and master . The viola has a more shadowy, bluesy 
sound, which I love.
Are there any top teaching ti ps for developing musicians to focus on?
I think my best advice would be to practi se rigorously in order that you can 
communicate bett er with the audience, a vital quality for any professional 
musician. Also see and listen to live music as much as possible in order to 
really appreciate the diff erence in individual sounds and experience.
Have you ever collaborated with musicians from other discliplines or 
if you could who/which musical genre would they be?
I have a quartet called ‘The Bridge Quartet’ playing predominantly 
chamber music but we recently we shared a platf orm with Sikh Musicians 
from the Raj Academy – they played sitars with their own unique rhythms.
I would love to play more Celti c folk music and perhaps even try the fi ddle.
If you could describe yourself as an instrument what would you be?
I think I would be a French horn – it is reliable, consistent and has a clarity 
of voice which occasionally is able to excel and speak louder than others.
Which contemporary musician do you most admire?
There are three : Lawrence Power is a fabulous viola player, Nigel Kennedy 
for his extraordinary musicianship, Stephane Grappelli for jazz – in fact do 
look up Victor Wooten on YouTube, the most magical jazz bass guitarist
Which composer for viola is your favourite and is there a piece you 
can recommend listening to?
Schubert’s Arpeggione Sonata in A Minor has an immense range and 
possesses poise and emoti on in equal measure.
What has been your most memorable moment playing the violin?
To date playing Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring’ at the Chatelet Theatre 
in Paris when I was 16years old – a fabulous piece of music fi rst 
performed on the same site to uproar in 1913. Quite a legacy.
… and fi nally which would you choose … 
Glastonbury or Glyndebourne? I have played at Glyndebourne so I 
would choose Glastonbury, I have yet to go but am sure it would be an 
eclecti c mix of great music and performances.
Maltesers or Marshmallows?! I am a chocolate lover, so no contenti on!

Caroline Jones

News and Informati on… 
To keep updated with the wealth of musical performances and 
achievements from Hampton boys please look to the following 
for up to date informati on and images between now and the next 
editi on of the newslett er: www.hamptonschool.org.uk/music 

Music Department can be found on twitt er @Hampton_Music 
and as a webpage htt p://twitt er.com/HamptonSchool

To keep updated with the wealth of musical performances and To keep updated with the wealth of musical performances and 

‘10 Minute’ 
Interview

Spring Concert

This year’s Spring Concert opened with two lively pieces by the 
Brass Band, a Trio for Three Bugles and Band by Leroy Anderson, 
and Bandology by Eric Osterling. Although sti ll a relati vely new 
ensemble, the Brass Band’s large forces (including 10 trumpets) 
produced a rich and impressive sound – and they are now an 
established part of Hampton School’s musical scene. The Boys’ 
Choir then followed this with an atmospheric performance of 
Pure Imaginati on.

Next up was another fi lm related song, Eye of the Tiger, 
performed by the Concert Orchestra. This featured precise 
ensemble playing from some of the School’s younger orchestral 
musicians. The Clarinet Ensemble then treated us to Dance of 
the Hours, with some fast passages and changes of tempo, this was 
a performance on the edge! The Allemande from Boismorti er’s Trio 
Sonata No.5 provided a calm contrast from the Flute Trio, and the fi nal 
performance before the interval came from the Hampton Sinfonia with 
a medley of Gershwin tunes. Tricky changes of ti me were ably handled, 
and a solid, bass clarinet line was provided by Henry Cockett .

Aft er the interval the Percussion Group let rip with an exhilarati ng 
batt eria. These fi ve talented drummers began playing single drums, 
then three moved to drum kits before a surprise horn secti on strolled 
on to join them bringing the piece to a wonderfully loud climax.

The Trombone Ensemble provided an immediate contrast, opening 
with a beauti fully refl ecti ve piece of renaissance polyphony by Gasparini. 
The mood changed with the lively Cache-Cache by Alexandre Tansman 
and again with Auld Lang Syne, bringing a quiet ending to their set.

In a change of programme, the Jazz Trio performed Miles Davis’ 
arrangement of Someday my Prince will Come. As we have come to 
expect from them, the performance was laid back yet assured, and 
provided some excellent tambourine playing from David Mynors’ foot. 
Next, the third movement of Mozart’s Piano and Wind Quintet featured 
elegant light-fi ngered playing from Yaz Otzen, accompanied by sensiti ve 
ensemble playing from the winds.

The Chamber Choir then sang two English folk songs by Rutt er under 
the precise directi on of Dr Ward, who then reappeared on harpsichord 
with the Chamber Orchestra for an ambiti ous performance of Spring 
from The Four Seasons. Louis Watkins’ beauti fully warm tone was 
accompanied by some wonderful playing from other strings, notably the 
‘conversati on’ between the violins in the fi rst movement. An excellent 
performance to round off  an enjoyably diverse evening!

Kati e Knollys

Concert Orchestra

Harry Baker

Dylan Evans-Hutchison, 
Oscar Cloud, Edward Owens, 
Louis Watkins and Alex Witt 



Summer Concert

The Summer Concert is ever an emotional mixture of light and shade, with 
the Upper Sixth Formers heading the proceedings whilst simultaneously 
performing their Hampton swansongs. This year’s programme reflected 
the mixture of celebration tinged with melancholy with bright joyous 
pieces alternating with darker tones. Thus the evening began with the 
bold Brass Band led in Hall’s Death or Glory with customary virility by 
Dr. Ward. The lilting summer bandstand atmosphere complemented 
the pre-concert drinks in the Cloisters in heatwave conditions. We 
were then treated to a series of creative arrangements of classics, by 
the boys. The Barbershop consisting of Hugh Beckwith, Louis Watkins, 
Harry Baker and Max Thomas will be sorely missed, their perfect 
harmonies entertainingly displayed in the well-known TV Theme from 
Grandstand deftly arranged by Harry. Paul McCartney’s Blackbird 
artfully deconstructed and rearranged by Max’s godfather was dark and 
poignant with its whispered breezes and fragments of text. The dark 
mood persisted with the magnificent Voices of Lions, en route to Italy 
and Edinburgh, performing a (first-ever) arrangement by Harvey Tomes 
of The Dwarves’ Song from The Hobbit movie, Slavic and cavernous. 
We were back into the light with Max Thomas’ Dancing Through 
the Sun with its Barbershop-like rhythms and hummed and finger-
snapping percussive accompaniments. The first two classical pieces of 
the evening highlighted the solo virtuosity of Andrew Orr (Albinoni’s 
oboe concerto) and Max Thomas (Couperin’s cello pieces), both of them 
typically modest, delicate and lyrical interpretations of these summery 
pieces. The next piece was by a Blues Trio with John Mayer’s Good Love 
is on the Way, a kind of bluesy Irish reel highlighted by Harvey Tomes’ 
slim strumming lead guitar chords and melodic improvisations, nicely 
backed by Eduardo Fahey’s stocky electric bass and David Mynors’ 
drums. The next piece was a real treat with the Rolling Hampstones [sic] 
playing Jagger’s/Richards iconic You Can’t Always Get What You Want, 
apparently suggested to Joe Papworth by Kay Ford and Sean Willmott, 
and sung with wonderful nerve and verve by Joe sporting a fine swirl 

of long red hair and strutting across the stage Chuck Berry style. The 
first half ended with Liz van Ments conducting the Hampton Sinfonia in 
Shore’s evocative movie music from The Lord of the Rings. Once more a 
return to the shadows with the thumping sounds of the marching dark 
forces of Mordor followed by the jolly naivety of the hobbit heroes. 

In the interval the Cloisters were filled with the thrilling beats of the 
Percussion Group led by Sean Willmott, with the deep brass joining in 
halfway through. The second half in the 450 Hall consisted of three 
pieces by the full Symphony Orchestra, as ever remarkably tuneful and 
professional for players of their age. Louis Watkins picked up on the 
darker Slavic themes of Tolkein from the first half by playing the Allegro 
from the Kabalevsky Violin Concerto, its drum opening following on 
from the percussion of the interval. Louis as ever mastered the difficult 
pizzicato and Prokofiev-like romantic melodic lines, and Iain Donald 
conducted with necessary precision. A lighter note was introduced by 
a brilliantly acted performance of the wonderful Well, Did you Evah 
from Cole Porter’s evergreen High Society. Hugh and Max were the two 
inebriated drinking pals, and reminded us of darker duos from their 
tremendous performances in Jekyll and Hyde. Matthew Ward returned 
for this and closed the evening as he had opened it with a lilting 
performance of The Blue Danube. The Sixth Form leavers ended the 
event with their traditional tributes to their teachers, and we walked 
out into a lovely moonlit summer night.

As is the custom, the evening was closed with speeches from the 
leavers, who were clearly moved by the inspiration of the entire Music 
Department.

David Bellingham

Rock Concert

Rock Concert II set the Drama Hall ablaze with talent as boys from 
the First Year to Upper Sixth took to the stage performing acoustic Ed 
Sheeran numbers through to Royal Blood and a couple of originals. Felix 
Murray and Oliver Kerr set the mood in the smaller intimate venue of 
the Drama Hall with a varied electronic mix on the brand new decks 
bought for the new DJ Club. Hampton’s newest band then opened 
the live music with a cover of Imagine Dragons Demons followed by 
an equally endearing cover of Thinking out Loud performed solo by 
Josh Bartholomew. The Junior Rock Band then got the party started 
with Blur Song 2, Lenny Kravitz’s Always on the run and Muse’s Pyscho. 
Theo Bailey unleashed his husky vocals on a toned down Guns ‘n’ Roses 
Sweet Child of Mine before Max Elliot and Torin Umrigar treated us 
again to a wonderful collaboration on James Bays’ Hold back the River. 
The first half closed with the newly formed Fifth Year band taking stage 
with The Heavy’s Short Change Hero and the Kooks’ She moves in her 

own way. It was great to see Ollie Harvey-
Piper joining the crew and sharing with us 
his gravelly vocal tones.

After a well-needed break for fresh 
air, Andrew Orr filled the room with his 
impressive original electronic mix with 
drumming by David Mynors. The freshly 
named Middle Ground (formally JJ and 
Oscar) then performed George Ezra’s hit 
Blame it on me and an upbeat version of 
Chasing Cars by Snow Patrol. Karpitroff then 

rocked the room with Muse Feeling Good and Foo Fighters Learn to Fly. 
The audience was next given the pleasure of hearing a few premier 

pieces from Max Thomas and Sam Seccombe. Both artists are incredibly 
talented and we look forward to seeing their names in the future. 
The evening closed with the host Joe Papworth demonstrating his 
showmanship skills by first fronting the incredibly slick and impressive 
line-up of the Senior Rock Band and then as a duet with his brother. 
What a proud night for Julie Papworth! Mr. Alvarez and I then joined the 
boys for a few swan songs courtesy of Imelda May (Tainted Love), No 
Doubt (Don’t Speak) and Evanescence (Bring me to Life). A fitting way to 
end my time at Hampton, I feel privileged to have taught and performed 
with so many amazing musicians and I am confident that I leave the 
state of rock music at Hampton in safe hands. Rock on!

Hannah-May Lucas

Junior Rock Band

Sam Seccombe

Jazz in the Cloisters

Due to events beyond their control, the Music Department had to 
organise a last minute relocation of the annual summer jazz event usually 
held in the Woodland Gardens of Bushy Park. The decision was made 
to host the event in the Cloisters with picnics in the beautiful gardens…
but then the rain fell. Undeterred, the event was swiftly relocated to the 
450 Hall, with a virtual backdrop of blue sky and grass to set the scene. 
Thankfully for the Swing Band, Jazz Band and Richmond Music Trust 
Band there was still an appreciative audience (equipped with picnic 
rugs, bubbly and masses of enthusiasm) who were able to enjoy what 
was to be another Hampton musical feast. 

The Swing Band under Daniel Roland’s charismatic leadership 
produced a wonderful sound and featured many superb solos including 
on trumpet Gregor Aubrey and singer Max Elliott. This set was followed 
by the professional sound of the Jazz Trio (Harry Baker, piano, Joe 
Papworth, base, David Mynors, drums) who seamlessly whisked the 
audience away to other enchanted places and reminded all of us how 
we shall miss their sound as they move on from Hampton next year. 

The Richmond Music Trust Band (lead by Roger Perrin) was then 
joined on stage by local singer Annabelle Johnson whose voice 
eloquently wove between both jazz and soul numbers, finishing with 
Nina Simone’s Feelin’ Good - a sentiment that echoed the mood of the 
audience at the end of this very dynamic and upbeat performance by all 
of the musicians involved. 

The sunshine mood continued as the Jazz Trio returned, joined later by 
the talented Sam Seccombe, who with both guitar and voice produced an 

accomplished and evocative jazz version of a Jimi Hendrix classic.
To round off the afternoon perfectly the Jazz Band produced another 

medley of jazz standards featuring increasingly confident solos from 
Harry Blackwell on drums, Thomas Knollys on clarinet, Edward Owens 
on trumpet and warm sounds from Oskar Jones and Rueben Both on 
saxophone.

A big thank you must go to Mr. Donald, Victoria Buse, Kay Ford and 
all those behind the scenes at the 450 Hall who worked hard to enable 
this event to take place so seamlessly, despite festival fever trying to 
stop it going ahead. 

Caroline Jones

Jazz Band

Swing Band at Garrick’s Temple

On Saturday 9th May, Hampton’s Swing Band was very fortunate to 
have been asked to perform at the Garrick’s Temple Prom Series in 
Hampton. A combination of beautiful riverside surroundings and 
glistening sunshine made this the perfect setting for the light jazz music 
that Swing Band is so well known for. Included in the programme was 
an array of fun and lively swing classics, from the popular Pink Panther 
theme tune to the 1940s classic Pennsylvania 6-5000. The audience was 
particularly impressed with one of our newest additions, Straighten up 
and Fly Right, sung by one of Hampton’s youngest crooners, Second 
Year Max Elliott. 

An amusing highlight for me came around halfway through, when a 
huge gust of wind blew the band’s (and my own) music away, but we 
managed to continue to play on with true professionalism. Mr Nichol, 
organiser of the Prom Series, spoke with me after the performance and 
commented on how impressed he was with the development of the 
Swing Band across the years. Overall, this was a fantastic afternoon 
enjoyed by a large and enthusiastic audience and congratulations must 
go out to the many boys who gave up their Saturday afternoon to make 
the event happen!

Daniel Roland

Swing Band at Garrick’s Temple Weybridge Male Voice Choir Spring Concert

The Weybridge Male Voice Choir kindly invited Hampton School to join 
forces at their Spring Concert on Saturday 16th May. The Boys' Choir, 
Hamptones and Voices of Lions were packed off to the Catholic Church 
of Christ the Prince of Peace to sing in what turned out to be a very 
inspiring evening of male singing.

It was impressive to see the size of the WMVC handling sixteen songs 
of very varied styles from memory with ease. The Voices of Lions then 
stepped up to the mark with Haul Away Joe featuring solos by Alfie 
Evans-Hutchison and Conrad Chatterton which embodied the swagger 
and gusto of the genre. They then sung a sensitive portrayal of Billy 
Joel's And So It Goes arranged by Iain Donald with a beautifully sung 
solo from Hugh Beckwith. The Hamptones then performed a wonderful 
set including Go The Distance from Hercules featuring Louis Watkins' 
solo, I Wanna Be Like You from Jungle Book and Fly Me To The Moon. 
The group performed as always with musical sensitivity and humour, 
proving themselves worthy of their Voice Festival prize. 

The Weybridge Male Voice Choir then opened the second half 
wonderfully with their 'musicals' section of music featuring Only 
Remembered from War Horse arranged by Jonathan Kilhams, their 
musical director. The Boys' choir conducted by Miss Lucas and 
accompanied by Mr Roland then sang Pure Imagination from Willy 
Wonka and the Chocolate Factory with fitting innocence and purity of 
line before being joined by sixth formers Joe Papworth and Max Thomas 
for a fun rendition of Dance With Me Tonight by Olly Murs. 

The WMVC then finished the evening with a roof raising performance 
of Kalinka with soloist Andrew Wilson sporting a Russian style bearskin 
hat. All four choirs joined forces to finish the concert with You Raise 
Me Up. It was truly moving to see and hear so many generations of 

men singing as one and 
I hope this will inspire 
many of the younger 
boys to continue and 
even be future members 
of the WMVC! Many 
thanks go to Jonathan 
Kilhams for inviting us 
and, on a personal note, 
it was also wonderful to 
catch up with a fellow 
Holloway alumni. 

Hannah-May Lucas
The Boys Choir

Junior Music Prize
This year’s Junior Music Prize 
has been awarded to the 
well deserved, Max Elliott. 
Congratulations!

Louis Watkins Chamber Orchestra


